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CURRENT TRENDS IN INFORMATION RETRIEVAL TECHNIQUES

by Sam J . Martinez

Many m-JUoxi® of words have been written and spoken about the "population 
explosion'* that followed World War II. Concurrently, a parallel s^tua-tian was dull 
noted and publicised .....the InRa-motion Explosion! The reasons behind the sudden 
mushrooming growth in post-war science and technology are obvious« Billions of 
dollars were poured into ill types of g> vernment--sponsored research# and many ci 
the discoveries developed to a-d our Eght-ng force's later proved t-.? have peace-time 
applications. In branching prolifermen, basic technical breakthroughs in turn stim- 
.dated multiple supplementary desewene.*, mptovmerta, and new applications 
As a result# practically every technolugical field underwent rapid evy/utson and 
expansion, . , ,, and the trend is still continuing at m ever-accelerating pace.. *

A by-product of th. 5 scirnt5t>.- surge is rhe vast flood of published infer motion 
constantly being released to the public in the form <4 books, j-surgials# technical 
papers, reprrt*# patents, prom* 1 ivnal brochures# The engineer or scientist

i today finds himself facing a perplexing dilemma. Unless he keeps up with ail of 
the new development* .n his held# hi* technical "know-how" soon becomes obtules-• 
cent and he is an danger of being replaced {or least byp*8.$ed) bv younger, ntore 
reuenrly trained college gr^duiu-s# familiar with the lats»t diac-series and ret hniqut s 
Paradoxically,, the sheer volume cl new informatiext being issued Sa mure than he 
could read and digest# even if hr did nothing else

Fortunately# th:.a problem h&s been at least partially sc4ved by a process knewn 
&5 "abstracting/' which ccnSisrs of digesting significant technical pipers and patents 
antp Summaries of a lev. hundred word* each. Such abstract a are grouped by subject 
matter# published# and distributed to interested technical people. They# iz. turn# in 
* reasonable amount of time# can b rouse through these rtbetrnci*# gain & bi rd’s-e > e view 
of significant rurrrfut development.®# and what 23 mure important, have the ar «rte utiun 
drawn tv jtems >.4 special interest, pert-iinang t their particular wprcialtie *,z Thu« 
alerted, they can obt-*in the full text of sruch doeumVatA trvm i library f«sr closer study, 
4nd remain up-tvt«d*tc with / minimum of lost time and motion.

How successful th^s ic-'-hniquv hats proven attested by rhe' • fact "Iha t todky, mere 
than 800 individual abatrHcting services are in operatiim throughout the wcrld/' cover
ing developments in prarticaxly every known field of scientific Xnd jnduetrisl 4-cuv>.ty. 
Special tred^niques, known as ."selective disserninatitMy" are f« sume'eases used-tc 
direct specific stems cf interest to key personnel, autom3tic-^lltys "b**ed hr* « specific 
"imer?»t profaie" that been developed for each sndaviduiL In th!« . ma me r # vital 
im’urmarjon is not uverfooked, merely because the engineer or scjvntjsr is too busy 
to read au abstract bulletin# cons. stAStly,

A typje*! abstracting c-perxtxcn $w that provided by the Unsverssfy of Tfcd#* s 
Information Service* Department, whjtch reviews av-atlabSa pubbcatlans, domestic 
and foreign, rhfct muy contain pertinent s&formaii-'.a in the fields pf petroleum explore* 
tion, development aod production, Sagaiifacisrit Sterna -xte #H<*ct«d a.ad *batrsicted, send * 



weekly bulletin, Petroleum Abstracts , is distributed to oil companies throughout 
the worlds who in turn financially support this service Last year, 13,857 abstracts 
were published in this bulletin, serving as a convenient review of all significant 
developments in the petroleum production industry. Sources for these abstracts 
included over 650 different scientific and trade journal*, paper# from numerous 
technical society meeting* held during the year, report* issued by various govern* 
ment agencies (both state and federal*, and a thorough review of all patents issued 
by 20 different countries.

But the ' current awareness" aspect of such abstracting and review activities 
represents only a part of the overall problem. Published scientific data are customarily 
referred to as the "known'' technical literature in a given technological area. Unfortu. 
tritely, in a very short time, h knowledge may become the "forgotten" technical 
literature, unless mean? are provided to retrieve it, quickly and easily, when needed 
This has proven a far more formidable problem, for which no easy "cure-all" i* 
available. Hundreds of Information Retrieval system* have been developed, each 
with it s own advantages and disadvantages, and new, exotic techniques are be mg 
proposed every day, but experts in the information-handling field readily admit that 
the ultimate answer is yet to be found.

• •

The new for *rapid access to reference information :« hard to evaluate on a 
dollars-and cents basis. Primarily, it is related tc the often significant cost of 
being unable to locat? epecinc items, buried in the library stack*. Many instances 
have been cited of research projects, costing millions of dollar*, that unknowingly 
duplicated preinously reported experimental data. Many an industrial company has 
found, too late, that a new patent which they had developed at great expense (or 
what is still more embarrassing, th? rights to which had been purchased) was invali
dated by an earlier patent, of which they were unaware. So the problem of "informal-on 
retrieval" i# of real significance in today's complex, ever-changing technology, and 
considerable research is being conducted by both the government ind private industry, 
in hopes of developing more efficient, reliable systems.

Probably the simplest and best known method of organizing information, so 
that it can be. located at a later date, is by the use of a simple subject-classification 
system. By this method, a series or related tc-pir.s and sub-topics are set up as 
"pigeon-holer" into which the various items can be sorted, each subject usually being 
indicated by some sort of a numerical code. The Dewey Decimal System, used by many 
libraries for cataloguing books, is a familiar example of this type of retrieval system 
Thus, to find material on a particular subject, it is merely necessary to go to a card 
catalogue and look up that particular subject. The principal disadvantage* of this 
method are that: <1} a particular book or document can only be shelved under uno 
classification, and the searcher has no way of knowing what other subjects may be 
covered therein, and (2) the subjects under which each item may be Med are limited 
to the few rigid classification* established in the basic system. The first problem 
may be overcome to some extent by cross-referencing multiple entries in the master 
card file, under different subject heading*. The second problem can only be solved by 
modification and expansion of the basic classification system, although thia is usually 
an involved process, attempted at infrequent intervals only.

One of the problems connected with use of a card catalogue i» the physical 
space required to store the cards, as well as rhe time required to maintain the system 
and add new cards, in proper order. The magnitude of these problem* depend* on the 
number of document* represented in the file, and on the extent of cross referencing.
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Several systems have been devised to provide the advantages <-t multiple 
entries, without adding to the bulk of the catalogue cards. One fairly well-known sys
tem is the use of edge-notched cards- A series of specified positions along the edge 
of each, card are left,intact or notched, as desired, to form a binary code conveying 
specific classification information. In this manner, a number of different classifications 
may be designated on a single card, and All of the. cards bearing a given classification 
•.ode may be separated from the rest of the pack by the use of special "sorting needles." 
Ike principal disadvantage of this system is that only a limited number of classifica
tions can be, Keyed to any one card. Also, sorting becomes cumbersome when the file 
exceeds 10,000 cards.

Another approach to file simplification has been the development of "inverted 
files." By this method, rather than having an individual card for each document, 
on which are designated subject classifications pertinent to that document, the file 
is made up of a card for each subject classification. These cards-, in turn, have 
designated on them ( usually by means of a numerical accession number code} the 
various documents to which this particular subject classification has been assigned, 
thus, to locate all of the references in the file on a given subject, the single card 
for thut subject is pulled, providing a compile list of the references desired.

An even more sophisticated retrieval system involves the coordination of 
several different subject classifications, for greater specificity. This, method, which 
is nicknamed the "peekaboo" system, has a fixed position on the card for each document 
number. Instead of printing the pertinent document number on the card, a hole is punched 
through the card at the point corresponding to the particular document number. When 
searching, if one wishes to obtain documents to which two or more specific classifica
tions have been assigned, it is merely, necessary to superimpose the cards upon one 
another, hold them up to the light, and observe which, if any, of the numerical positions 
is common to all of the cards, as evidenced by light passing through the punched-out holes. 
Such a system permits greater specificity of searching by narrowing down the subject 
matter of the references to be retrieved.

One of the major advantages of a concept coordination system, such as this, is the 
greater flexibility it provides, both for the person assigning the subject classifications 
to the document., and for the searcher selecting the subject classifications under which 
he will search. Th., number of terms or phrases under which documents are classified 
may be greatly expanded over the conventional classification system, and new terms may 
be added as needed, as long as a complete list of terms used is available to the searcher, 
so that he will know where to look. These classifying terms or concepts are usually 
referred to as "descriptors," and the process of assigning them to a particular docu
ment is referred to as indexing."

I'he fundamental basis of a concept coordination system involves the combining of 
relatea terms for improved se« reliability, By coordinating concepts on which information 
is desire-s .• nd identifying the areas of overlap or agreement, pertinent items may be 
identified. Several different search strategies are possible..

One type of search question, designated as the "logical sum," lists a number of 
•rtinent descriptors and asks for all abstracts bearing one or more of the listed desorip-

Thia type of search question is used when there »re alternate possibilities under 
.hiuh a document may have been indexed and, although the searcher may retrieve some 

references for which he has no use, he will not miss any pertinent abstract?* by arbitrarily
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selecting a single descriptor.. For example; 
well drilling offshore in the Gulf of Mexico

if information were 
it would be wise to

desired on 
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under the term Gulf Coast, but also to ask for abstracts indexed under the 
Gulf of Mexico, Texas, Louisiana, Alabama, Mississippi, etc.
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only 
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A second type of search, known as the 'logical difference," involves selection 
of references which have been assigned one specific descriptor, but do not also carry 
a second descriptor, b or example, a request for articles on all kinds of plastic pipe, 
except those containing epoxy resins would involve selecting all references that have 
been indexed as Plastic Pipe, and then eliminating all those that bear the descriptor 
Epoxy Resin.

In a third type of concept coordination, the "logical product" search, the area of 
interest may be defined as that which is common to two or more descriptors. Thus, 
a search to find articles describing analytical methods for detecting traces of 
Uranium in seawater might coordinate the terms Trace Analysis, Uranium, and 
Seawater, requiring the assignment of all three descriptors to identify the required 
document or documents.

In many cases, complex relationships between descriptors may be set up for 
improved searching results. For example, a request for statistics on the success 
ratios of sand consolidation treatments in deep Gulf Coast well, using remedial 
techniques other than plastics, might be set up as follows: (Field Data or Case History 
plus (Sand Consolidation or Sand Control) plus (Gulf Coast or Gulf of Mexico or..,, 
but not (Synthetic Resin). A search question such as this is rather difficult to per
form using conventional manual search tools; some of the machine-searching techniques 
in use nowadays, however, will provide the answers quickly and easily.

i he most common manual searching tool, other than the conventional card file, 
is the alphabetized subject index, listing the title headings of the different abstracts 
under appropriate subject headings. By providing multiple listings for each item, 
additional entry points are provided by which a particular document may be found.

, i {AliaVO TO uni gn ryTZjn sbr uu£ Bi

A more specialized form of index is known as the KWtC Index 'Key Word In Context} 
in which the document title is given multiple listings under significant .words extr-acted 
from the title itself, arranged alphabetically. The effecitveheaB of^this. i a . ._
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Also. the length 61 the title limit,1 the number
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-■a r.r -t lit r tjr« ■: .re.-x, kn a g a * the ' I ua.1 Dlctmnarv,’ provides th. - > ref:-’ r 
■a ti. the td varitaap-- <l < e. ..r m? i i< a, I: each «: index, th. der pt . r s
lisud aiphuheucailv, and i . -imcrical listing • < the documents tu wh:< h .-h a, scrip 
ter Jias bten us s ' gne d i <4hws. U .>rd< r to cuor.-hts.tli two d’ s- ripturs f r gr. .grr
-pc ci fic.it y during se«r. L:^, tw . pies ul the inch x are used (hence the name Dual 
Dictionary}. One b> ok s* pent.! L ru.ch descript, t and the r*..- lists are c om pa r- C i • 
m-termine wiia-b numbers, ? iny, are common to boils lists. These i n turn can be 
computed with additional descriptor listings, for erotir specificity, as desired. . w-y 
document number which i - listed urwh r alt of the desired descriptors will .untain 
mformati.on rclalitig t that particular icmbinatior of descriptors, Thus, by .ar<i„; 
selection .4 the Snari lung terms; the subject matter ...t the references produced by o . 
search can be narrowly defined by the searcher

Obviously, the use cl specialized searching tods will greatly reduce the in - co ' 
time and work lends.. .J m finding desired info r matn <n hidden away in the archives -.1 ., 
library. This is particular!), true in the case d journal articles and patents which >r< 
so varied and prolific as la ddy any attempts to catalogue them by convent.anal liliriry 
methods. 'The most recent itnprovrdent in retrieval techniques has been the utihzat; n 
of computer memory bunks v ste re retrieval dda. By using specially designed seard 
programs, it is merely no ss-«.ry to teed into tin computer the search descriptors an ; 
their relationship to each other, and, the search output i a listing of the pertinent rder- 
ences) is printed out almost immediately.

Other elaborati median:.ted systems have boon devised for storing and ret rit-vinc 
information on microfilm, in the form d reels, strips., or even card-mounted film 
chips. Bach system has its .-wn advantages and disadvantages and .are must be taken, 
when selecting a. system fur a part,cujo.r need, to b»se the < h lice on a logical onaidera- 
tion uf all factors involved, rather than just ou th> gb,.wmg praises of a salesman t.-r 
his particular system. Manv conf 1;ctmg i la .ms arid eounter-daims have been publicly 
debated, comparing the dikie re nt systems, and from the resulting confusion one cun only 
conclude that the perfect system has not yet been devised.

In order to get a more detailed picture ud an information services system tn 
operation, let's examine flic University cl Tulsa's abstracting and retrieval services. 
As, previously mentioned, this particular group provides .overage indepth lor published 
technology pertaining ti the exploration, deveh prnent and production uf petroleum. This 
service, tn conjunction with similar abstracting services « evening petroleum refining 
and petrochemicals (provided by the American Petroleum Instituteh constitutes com
plete coverage of the petroleum mdustry. Original documents (journals, reports, 
technical society papers and patent gazettes! are immvduti'lv reviewed as received, and 
selectiuns made of the parti, ular items • uiisidcred to be significant and pert-nent to the 
area of interest. These items am then summarod by skilled abstractors who are 
knowledgesbi<" m tht? technical field represented {g1 logy, petroleum engineering, chem
istry, etc. ;. After suitable- grammatical <-ditirig, rat h abstract Ucrcimpatued by the 
original document? g>-es to .In indexer who assigns descriptors that will reflect the sub
ject content and scope .4 the particular item. The number of descriptors assigned may 
vayy all the way from 5 to 90, depending upon the original document. An average of iS.9 
descriptors per abstract were assigned during 1966.,

The abstracts, are then separated into broad subject groups, and published m the 
weekly Petroleum Abstracts bulletin. Pertinent retrieval information (title, bibliographic 
data, names of authors or inventors, patent numbers, and all of the descriptors assigned
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by the indexer) is then keypunched on IBM curds, to be fed into the computer and 
stored on magnetic tape. By means of suitable programs, these data are rearranged, 
< or related, and automatically printed out by the c omputer, ready for publication

In this manner, a monthly Alphabetic Subject Index is prepared, in which all 
abstracts are listed und ■ a maximum of five subject headings, arranged alphabetic all ,. 
Each title is keyed by the appropriate abstract number,, enabling the searc her to go 
diredlv to the abstracts of interest tn the weekly Petroleum Abstracts bulletin. Supple
mentary sections of the Alphabetic Subject Index list significant bibliographic data for 
each abstract, in numerical order, and provides* complete listing of authors and inven
tors, as well as a numerical listing of the patents abstracted during the month These 
Indexes are issued every month, however the June and December issues are cumulative 
for the year, The latter is cloth bound, making it a convenient permanent reference 
to bound volumes of bulletins in a library.

In addition, i Dual Dictionary is issued three times a year (in April, August 
und December) providing an inverted file, by subject, of all of the abstracts published 
during the four month period. Each index is cumulative for the year, and the December 
volume is cloth bound for permanent reference. The Dual Dictionary is completely 
•Assembled and printed out by computer, which produces a finished copy, ready for offset 
reprod uetion.

In addition to these manual searching tools, all of the retrieval information stored 
in the computer is processed and recorded on magnetic tape in such form that it can be 
searched, using a list of pertinent descriptors together with the appropriate search 
program, This Master Record Tape can be proi’e; mmed to produce five different 
outputs, depending on how much information the searcher needs. These outputs range 
from a simple list of abstract numbers to a complete printout of all the stored data on 
the tape for each abstract. As an aid in looking up specific abstracts, a complete sei 
of abstracts is also available on file cards to provide a sequential file, supplementing 
the bulletins.

The effectiveness of any retrieval system depends upon the care and thoroughness 
exercised by the indexer in assigning appropriate subject descriptors to a document. 
However, this is only half of the process. If a search is to be successful, equal care 
and thoroughness must be employed by the searcher in determining which retrieval tool 
he will use, and what descriptors will most accurately delineate his search question. 
The ideal goal of any information storage and retrieval system is the ability to recover 
all pertinent information stored therein, in response to a specific question. How nearly 
this goal is achieved provides a measure to the effectiveness of the system.

One fundamental requirement for a system employing concept descriptors, such 
as those currently used by the University of Tulsa, is vocabulary control. This means 
that each descriptor must be unique in meaning, when considered in conjunction with 
other descriptors used for indexing. Obviously, if multiple synonyms for the same con
cept are allowed to creep into the system, an indexer may use one term while a sear< her 
uses another., and the desired document will not be found. Depending on their background, 
various persons might use the terms ethyl alcohol, grain alcohol, ethanol, or torpedo 
juice to designate the same material-

For this reason, a special list of acceptable, non - duplicating terms has been 
assembled, from which descriptors are chosen for indexing abstracts These terms 
are listed in the Exploration And Production Thesaurus , published by the University 



of Tulsa for the benefit of the searcher. If additional terms are even needed bv the 
indexer such supplementry descriptors are tabulated in an ^phabeUual listing in 
the Dual Dictionary Th< thesaurus not only lists a. ceptable terms, but also contains 
una<~ptatd^'^^ together with the preferred terms which should be used bi the
indexers and the searchers. In additions related terms are cross referenced under 
ea. h term, to assist the indexer or searchers .Also shown are "Broad Terms' and

Narrow Terms' which show related acceptable terms, at different levels of spcvili. ity. 
b. s of interest to note that, tn the University of Tulsa system, whenever an indexer 

a pertinent descriptor to a particular document, all broader descriptors are 
automatically generated by the computer, during processing, so that a searc h framed 
Oi a broader base will not miss this parncular document, merely because it has been 
it. exed using a more specific term.,

In attempting to retrieve information from an information storage system, the 
searcher cannot grab a few descriptors ax random and expe< t to obtain satisfactory 
results, no matter how carefully the system has been designed There are certain iunda* 
mental decisions a searcher must make before he is ready to start on hl'S search.. First 
of all, he must Havre a clear picture in his nnnd of exactly what information he desires. 
If he has only a hazy idea of what he is lookng for, it is extremely likely that he will 
come up with some wrung answers. This frequently happens when the searcher is ni t 
really sure what he hopes to find, and is on a tort of "fishing expedition "

The first step in performing any search should be a verbalization of the question, 
in specific terms. The searcher should then determine certain things about his search 
question. Is the information he seeks within the scope of the file? Many times, a search 
is conducted for information that is properly outside of the realm represented by the 
selection policies of the abstracting service imolved. For example, a question relating 
to refinery techniques would not logically fall mto the subject area covered bv Petroleum 
Abstracts,

In addition the searcher must determine the degree of &peciiiGity he desires tn 
the references he will obtain in response to his search. It he is toe specific, he may 
retrieve nothing that fits his tnu^tringenl specifications, whereas many items in the 
storage nle, although not perfectly inaiem the terms of the request, might provide 
the information he needs, singL or in combination. On the other hand, if his request 
is too broad, he mac be flooded with several thousand references, many of which will 
prove useless to him.

For example, the question "V hat do you have on the use of a log window to 
discriminate against long-time correlations with the signal in interpretation of long 
period body waves?" is far too specific. In contrast, the question "What do you have 
on rotary drilling?" is much toe broad, and would result in a deluge of references. 
The question "What are the most ehet tive means of increasing fatigue life m drill 
pipe?- represents a practical ieve of. specificity, to which a useful answer might be 
expected.

On« e the question has been formalized, it must be analyzed and converted into 
system language. This involves se ection of appropriate descriptors from the Thesaurus 
and the Supplementary List generaud by the indexers. For example, let us consider 
the following question: "I need information on the use of digital computers for determining 
amplitudes and apparent velocities _f seismic events." This question would be repre
sented bv the following descriptors Digital Computers; Seismic Interpretation; Wave 
Amplitude; Wave Velocity,, Sdsmk Velocity; Geophysical Data.



Next, the searcher must determine which is the appropriate search too hr build 
use This decision should be bribed on a number of factors H» w broad or fidtrvu .» 
the search question? Can it be »haracterized bv a single descriptor, or are multiple 
descriptors required to define n1 If the latter, should these multiple des. ripturs be 
searched independently, or should they be related to one another? Do the search 
requirements call for a deep or a shallow search9 Does the questioner merely wish 
to locate some elusive data for use in his research, or (as is often the ease in patent 
litigation’ is a comprehensive listing of all published references on the subject desired9 
Economically, how significant is the search question9 Will the value of the answc r be 
greater or less than the cost of finding it 9 How quickly is the answer needed . w a 
routine or emergency basis? How will the information be used . . . to attain mm-it 
awareness on selected subjects?, or as a preliminary survey of a projected research 
topic 9 These questions must be answered by the searcher, in advance, if he is go> 
to obtain maximum utilization from an information retrieval system..

The searcher is now ready to perform his search If only a single des< n; < r 
needs to be searched, such a question ran be quicjdy and easily answered by r • t ig 
to either the Alphabetic Subject Index or the Dual Dictionary, depending on the pre 
hensiveness of the search answer required. If coordination of descriptors is req m ed 
for greater specificity,, the Alphabetic Subject Index is impractical, and the Du. A Dictionary 
should be used,.

On extremely complex searches, or where il is necessary to coordinate heavily 
posted terms, use of a computer to perform the search may be considered. In this case, 
economics becomes an important aspect for consideration because computer time, how
ever short,, is expensive, A search which would require $Z0 of an employee's time to 
perform manually can certainly be completed with less time and effort by a computer... 
however, the cost might be $lCu. The economic feasibility of such a substitution might 
be questionable, no matter how convenient for the employee. It 4n?v. be pointed out, 
in all fairness, however, that multiple searches can be conducted on a computer in 
practically the same time as a single search. Thus, an individual or company making 
many searches stands to gain economically by accumulating his search questions and 
running them through the computer in batches, perhaps fifty at a time. In this manner, 
the prorated cost per search becomes negligible, amounting to a few dollars per question

Attempts have been made to evaluate various retrieval systems, and the rv.ulu 
of some of these tests could also stand some analyzing. However, a few bass, criteria 
ar<. evident. One convenient yardstick in evaluating a system is to determine its effi
ciency in terms of Recall and Relevancy,

"Recall" is defined as be ng the ratio of pertinent documents stored in a system 
that are retrieved by a searc h question. In other words, if a search turned up fifteen 
references out of a possible twenty, the score would be 75% recall for that particular 
test question.

The "Relevancy" of a particular search refers to the ratio between the pertinent 
references recovered during the search and the non-applicable references that must be 
discarded. Thus, if twenty references were obtained as the result of a search and eight 
of these were not of interest to the searcher, the resulting relevancy score would be t>0%.

These two factors are inversely related to each other, and can be modified to some 
extent by the specificity of the search question. For example, a broadly stated question 



will probably retrieve most of the stored references on the subject, resulting in 
a high recall; however, it will also produce a large number of "false drops" which 
must be discarded, resulting in low relevancy. Conversely, a highly specific question 
will eliminate all but a few highly pertinent references^ resulting in high relevancy. 
In so doing, however, many marginal references that might be considered as being 
responsive to the search question, might also be eliminated, resulting in a low 
recall figure, v| ‘ £ j|•J , '• ' '•

It is thus necessary, in testing any retrieval system, to evaluate the phrasing 
of the test questions, as well as the internal characteristics of the information system 
itself. Some systems exhibit inherently high recall, while others are characterized by 
their high relevancy factor. We believe that the University of Tulsa system represents 
a desirable compromise between these two extremes, allowing the searcher a certain 
degree of latitude in framing his questions so as to obtain results consistent with the 
needs of his particular search.

In summary, the field of information storage and retrieval is currently in a state 
of flux. Many different systems have been devised tn fit differing needs, and none has 
provided a universal answer. Meanwhile, many ingeneous innovations are being watched 
with interest. Assignment of descriptors by means of computers, based on frequency 
of word use in the original document is one such development. Improved searching technique 
techniques using "weighted" descriptors for improved relevancy are another. In the 
computer field, conversion from standard magnetic tapes to "random access" magnetic 
disks promises to streamline searching operations and reduce computer search casts. 
It's an exciting field, and one that is changing every day. Perhaps the next few years will 
see the development of a perfect system, completely automated and operating with 100% 
recall and 100% relevancy.



I 3’7 PY TI™ F'PTIS.

Things pre not always dull here in Tulsa, 
Strange and wonderful thinrs go on, especially in 
the oourts, for example. the other day a coupje 
of police officers, Detective Gary Glanz and Lt, 
Jim Clark dropped in on a kittle card game and 
broke it up, after which they raided & crap game 
going on in the next mom. They arrested these 
participating, and in due course they came to trial 
before Municipal Court Judge Luther 'ane, The 
defendants contended that the "search and seizure" 
clauses of both the State and Federal Constitutions 
had been violated. The opinion handed down by the - 
judge deserves to be perpetuated for posterity and 
is hereby reproduced for unfortunate Fapans who 
might wish to cite it as a legal precedent, und®r 
similar cireumastances«>..

(After a preliminary statement that the persons who wrote the Pill of Righto
had fresh memories of oppression and tyranny tf the State in Europe, he continued,) 
They were determined, on March h, 1789, as, indued, those who lived thereafter for 
277 years —to this good day— are so determined, that the oppressions’ and tyranny 
of Europe would never exist in these United States, This nation was founded upon 
the histtrioal principSi that the individual- must be protected from the tyranny of 
the State,

Officer Gary Glanz testified. He is a young, likeable and very energetic 
officer, I knew of no nerson who possesses his energy and zeal. At no time did he 
have a warrant, ncr a search warrant, He testified that the moon had not yet waned, 
that he had information about a crap game, that he could hear in the early morning 
and in the stillness of the night the musical rhythm of the ivory, rippling like the 
waves of the sea against the cushions, He knew the sound.

The witness was at first about a block away: Cautiously 'ne drew near, Since 
the witness had sojourned, even tarried, not 'in Jerichn', but in • as Vegas, ohe capi
tal of gambling of these United States, he spoke as tne possessed of peculiar knowledge, 
with an auditory nerve necessarily most keen, The court listened with rapt- attention.

He tried the street doors but could not enter. Vo then scaled the wall and 
with the help of a drain pipe and with the agility of a cat and the litheness of a 
gladiator, he reached tis second story. As he hovered precariously between heaven and 
earth, he saw tnrough a glass but closed window — not as Lord Pyron saw before th■ 
battle of TTaterloo, for he wrote, '.'There was sound of revelry by night; for there hao 
assembled in the Belgian capital the wit and chivalry of the ages," Rather, he daw 
some individuals engrossed in shooting pieces of ivory and shouting ’Little Joe,’ 
as done by all the races of men and women since the dawn of creation, nt the risk of 
life and limb, he dived through the closed window like. Patman,

Now, crap shooting for money violates tie law, whether in brothels cf church 
bazaars. That is net the question here. The fundamental and paramount question hero 
is: Was this ar. unreasonable search and seizure in violation of the Constitutions, 
under the facts and circumstances disclosed? I think sc.

The Constitution is above any policeman, ary judge, any labor leader, any 
politician, any president. Its Pill of Rights is grounded in the Constitution, net 
by the few but by the millions of American citixens who inhabit this land. It falls 
like the rain on the just and unjust, the guilty and the innocent,.....



(judge Lane listed six cases Ln which decis lens were made ui illegal search 
and seizure, and then continued. Ue said under tie Extremis Doctrine, an officer 
passing a building or hone nay enter without a warrant or search warrant if he hears 
great disturbance, tumoil. or cries for help. If necessary, he nay enter by force 
to prevent crime or save life or to pursue a felon, he said. Then he added:)

The Extremis Doctrine does not apply in this cas. The court knows the incon
venience, the hardship and the eft-tine futility of an officer getting a search warrant 
or rounding any judge cut of bed at 3 o'clock in the morning. Even then, the judge 
may refuse to sign a search warrant, Nevertheless, the Constitution of the uj'l. is 
thn supreme law cf the land. before that sacred shrine, all men must how. It would b^ 
contrary to the genius of five people to triTit* with it.

Conclusion: rhe court sustains tke motion, orders the defendants discharged, 
o.he monies given back tc the defendants or their attorney of record, the machines tc 
be given back provided that the licences due the city are naid. '

And speaking of governmental fuictichs.*...,.

The payroll deduction for your Social Security has bead increased, starring 
Lan. l^bl, to based ?n up to $o,6;X e The company yea work Hr
pay.s at. equal amount, Last year, you patd UL-% on $6,600 or a tonal of $..'r.. 20 to 
the Social Security fund, In 1967, with the (.% increase, you wiLJ pay $296 
into the fund. If you make $6,600 or mere a year, you and your company will put in 
$580.80 each year, ar a total.

Lot's figure up what this means. Suppose you are just starting to work and 
.your age is 21, and suppose you work until you are 65. If tlere were no more increases 
in Social Security payments, that would mean total contributions by you and the company 
of %5r555<.20 during ti.e iu .years of your emplcymenr.. If the contributions were placed 

n a trust fund accruing interest per year, the interest ever an years would amount 
to approximately $21.500. This means that, at age 65. you would have at leas'" ^u8,O55 
in your account, With that amount ''f money in the bank drawing interes t yen Cwuld 

^dfchdBawyfJ^) per month for the rest of your life in interest
MM #$???#alone ana never touch the nrincjpal, If you chosr to srend all 
veu had accumulated in vour accounvY you could draw about"^56o a month for 10 years 
before vou ran cut of funds, and in addition ■"■cu could work and earn as much as you 
bleased without losing this income.

Ths maximum amount payable new under Social Security ic- 
between 112,^..00 and 3135<>9O per months




